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instruction assessment proficiency gains
DETAILS

AGENDA

COST

6/26-6/27, 8 A.M.-3:30 P.M.
STONINGTON HS, CT

CURRICULUM & PROFICIENCY
New and returning attendees welcome.
Rate

Member

Non-Member

Early Bird, before 5/1

$155

$185

Regular

$185

$215

*Member organizations: CT COLT, RIFLA, MAFLA, NYSFLT, FLENJ, NHAWLT, VFLA
*Includes breakfast and lunch both days, and proficiency party on Wednesday

PRESENTER

REGISTRATION

CT COLT and RIFLA are thrilled to announce the return of Greg Duncan who will
work language educators on their journey to teaching for proficiency. After
serving as a high school teacher of Spanish, a high school administrator and
then as Coordinator of Foreign Languages and International Education for the
Georgia Department of Education, Greg launched a career in 1993 as an
independent consultant. His work includes professional development of teachers
and administrators, curriculum and assessment design, program development,
and evaluation. He has authored and collaborated in the authorship of numerous
publications in the field of foreign language education.
www.ctcolt.org OR https://goo.gl/forms/gH5HqjSeSN19Pv6I3
www.rifla.org

Workshop Description
The 2019 Summer Proficiency Institute will be an opportunity for teams of teachers from an
individual district, or individual teachers from separate districts, to spend two days working on
connecting units to proficiency targets. Greg will help participants apply learning about
proficiency to curriculum and instruction. Participants will learn how to use backward design to
plan units for a specific target by leading with essential questions and referencing exemplars to
enhance or build their own units. Greg will illustrate how to design an arc of units for years 1
and 2, give guidance to groups as they build a unit, and provide feedback to teams or individuals
as they design an action plan to continue their work over the upcoming school year. This
institute will be a wonderful opportunity to work together with both colleagues and experts to
apply learning about proficiency to design instructional units.

All World Language Educators Are Welcome!

Please join is us for the Proficiency Party
immediately following Day 1.
Time: 4:00-6:00
The Proficiency Party is a great opportunity to network with
colleagues over appetizers and drinks.

